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George Gordon Byron, 6th Baron Byron (1788 – 1824). English poet

**Books**
*Heaven and Earth – A Mystery* pub Benbow 1823 [no author named but ?Byron]
*A letter to the Rev W L Bowles* Martin McDermot pub Lawler and Quick 1822
*The Vision of Judgment* Lord Byron pub J Watson 1850

**Catalogues**
Churton’s *Annual Catalogue of New & Second-Hand Books on sale at The Byron Library* Nov., 1839
*Catalogue of Eighteenth Century Books…including … Byron and Byroniana* Elkins Mathews Ltd April 1927
*Byron & Byroniana A Catalogue of Books* Elkin Mathews Ltd January 1930
*A Choice Selection of Books …together with.. the works of Lord Byron and Byroniana ..* Catalogue No 262 B H Blackwell Ltd [undated but 20th century]
*List of Byron Relics* printed W I Lowe & Co [undated]

**Miscellaneous**
*On leaving Newstead Abbey* 1803 - poem [3]
*Famous English Poets* by Hamilton W Mabie – The Mentor December 15 1913
Advertisement for *The Byron Gallery* pub Smith, Elder & Co 1832 *Cabinet Cyclopaedia* Vol XXIX
*Monody on the death of.. Sheridan* spoken at Drury Lane Theatre by Lord Byron pub John Murray 1818

**Three prints/engravings**
Aurora Baby
Anah and Aholibamah [ref *Heaven and Earth*]
Lord Byron
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